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EDITORIAL
With the end ofthe Cold War, Europe has become larger
and more mobile. Ttre decomposition of the Eastern
Block and the structural upheavals in the formerly
gssialist countries have opened up new opportunities
for migration, particularly from East to West, and,
indeed, have led to one of the largest migration waves
since 1945/46. So far west European policy makers have
reacted more or less helplessly and-as inrlicatedby the
term "Fortress Europe" 
- 
largeb restrictively to the
new forms ofmobility. The some applies to the issue of
access to West European labour markets. Yet there is
scarcely any alternative to a limited opening of labour
markets. The conllicts over the extent and conditions of
employment of Central and East European migrants
clearly indicatethe tensions to whichthe social security
and labour market systems in Western welfare capital-
ist states are now exposed in the "post-socialist' envi-
ronment.
The Federal Republic of Germany is the most important
country ofdestination in the context ofEast-West Eurc.
pean migration. In addition, since the fall of the Berlin
Wall there has been considerable labourmigration from
East to West Germany, significantly easing pressure on
the East Geman labour market. the integration of
these migrants, not to mention those workiag in West
Germany while still residing in the new federal states,
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has been an indication ofthe enoruous absorption power of
the West German labour market. At the seme time, re-
gional and sectoral labour markets in West Gernany,
especially those in West Berlin, clearly exhibit substantial
displacement effects between different categories oflabour,
a process in which low-skill and low-productivity workers
have been the losers.
However, the gradual convergence of living conditions in
East and West Germany has prevented the exodus from the
new federal states that many observers had initially feared.
Five years after Unification, East-West mobility appears to
have stabilised at a relatively constant level, one compara-
ble to the scale of migration within West Germany. Labour
migration in the opposite direction, by contrast, is of far
lesser 
- 
although growing 
- 
quantitative importance. OnIy
when suchmigrationbecomes more popular, will it be time
to talk o1'u aolp.alisation and a "growing togetherz of the
East and West Geman labour market.
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National accounts of the German Economic Research Institute (DIW), Jamary 1995 (rows 1.-3.4, 5., 6.-6.7); Official Reports and Press
Releases of the Federal Employment Service (rorvs 7.1-7.3, 8.2, 10.-l 0.5 ): Institute for Employment Resea rch I IABl,IAB-Kurzberichte and
IAR'Wcrhsto.ttberi.rh.tc (t-ows 4., 4.1, 8. 1): Infratest Social Research, labour market monitor for the nerv I'edcral states, Nlunich,Nuremberg
1991-93 (rows 4.2, 5.1); monthly information sheet of the Treult,andonstalt (.rc:w 5.2t1 calculations bv the editors.
Comments:
In general, stock data in the table correspond with figures drawn up at the end ofthe given half-vcar periods (except: rows 4.2, 5.1: data
for May or November; rows 5.,6.1-6.7: averages of the 2nd and 4th quarters respectively; row 5.2: 1991 1 Juiy and l January after the end
of the halfl-years).
Row 5.2: initial figure mid 1990 ca. 4 miilion; row 7.4: numbcr olshort-time workers multiplied by thc averagc amount oi working time
lost; row 8.1: until mid 1992 estimated; rows 9.1, 1 1.1: potential labour {brce defined as the sum ofresidcnt wage and salary earneri, self-
employed,unemployedandtheparticipantsinfurthertrainingandearlyretirement; rows10.lJ 10.5:fiomlgg4onwardsthebasisofthe
unemployment rate has been changed (dependent civilian working population in June 1993; earlier basis dated from the end of 1989, then
from November 1990 and thcn lrom June 1992).
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Labour Migration Between Eastern and Western
Europe
Since the Iron Curtain was pulled aside, new migration flows have
begun to energe in Europe. Nthoughn contrar5r to the fears expressed
at the time by many observers, there has been no mass exodus out of
central and eastern Europe, the new for:ms of mobilit5l render obsolete
the attempts made by lf,est European countries to make their borders
impemeable, and show that there is scarcely any altemative to at least
a limited opsningof-in partieular-labourmarkets. Germany, for many
East-West migrants the "door to Europe', has created Iegal means of
aoeess to emplo5rment for the new labour migrants to a far greater
extent than most other West Europeqn countries. The lessons leamed
ftom the implementation of such instruments may well be useful in
drawins up solutions at Europeau level.
Since the end of the 1980s the decom-
position of the socialist community of
countries and the major upheaval
within the centrally planned econo-
mies have created a new set offrame-
work conditions in central eastern
Europe and in the Community of In-
dependent States (CIS), not least lrith
regard to human mobility. The draw-
ing back of the Iron Curtain has made
it easier, cheaper and less dangerous
to leave the former eastern Block
countries; in the West this initially led
to growing fears about the scale of
possible immigration. At the start of
the 1990s it was claimed that 25 mil-
lion Russians had already "packed
their bags", and the mass media fed
latent prejudices and fears with such
metaphors as the "immigration tide"
and the "flood of asylum seekers".
That these horror scenarios were
based on methodologically problem-
atic surveys did little to reduce their
impact on public opinion, given that 
-
from the western perspective 
- 
there
were mFny reasons which made it
appear plausible that large numbers
of people would quickly take advan-
tage ofthe opportunity to emigrate to
the "Golden West": ethnic diaspora,
ecological problems, the threat ofwar,
underemployment and, last but not
least, the enormous wealth gap.
It is now clear, five years after the
start of the transformation process,
that the exodus to western Europe,
that had given rise to so many fears,
has not occurred. This has been due to
two mutually interlinked develop-
ments: migration mostly took place
within central and eastern Europe,
and 
- 
to the extent that the target
country was in fact within the Euro-
pean Union 
- 
was largely of a tempo-
rary nature. The fact that mobility
tended to be restricted to the former
socialist countries can be explained
with reference to a number of factors.
A large number of migrants came
from ethnic minorities who had previ-
ously been forcibly relocated and sub-
sequently sought to return to their
former settlement areas rrrithin east-
ern Europe. The migration radius was
also limited due to the advantages of
proximity (and thus lower travel
costs), the less daunting linguistic
barriers, and the wealth differentials
prevailing between the central and
eastern European countries them-
selves: what is "East" for one person is
"West" to another.
Tmrnigration policy in westem
Europe
Notwithstanding these caveats a
large proportion of those seeking to
migrate for economic reasons and of
refugees were clearly forced to remain
involuntarily in central and eastern
Europe because the borders to the
countries to which they sought access
(western Europe and North America)
are largely impermeable. The term
"Fortress Europe" is used to denote a
bundle of external and internal con-
trols with which EU states attempt to
limit and to filter immigration flows
from the South and East.
Western Europe's interest in "de-
fendingl its borders has not, however,
led to a common f,[J immigration
policy. Atbest, the so-called Schengen
Agreement constitutes a first step in
this direction, one, though, whose
emphasis is very much on the control
aspect. Basically, it provides for the
abolition of border controls between
member states, while simultaneously
intensifying controls on the EU's ex-
ternal borders, establishes a common
visa and refugee policy and extends
the joint police and security system.
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The aim ofthe agreement is primarily
to exert closer control over the
number of immigrants entering the
EU, to enable a more conscious selec-
tion of immigrants (accordingto crite-
ria which still have to be defined) and
to combat illegal immigration. With a
view to the Schengen Agreement 
-
which has yet to be implemented and
which so far only nine EU member
countries have ratified 
- 
a n 
'mber of
individual EU countries, in particular
Germany, have already reached bilat-
eral agreements 
- 
so-called repatria-
tion agreements 
- 
with central and
East European couatries. Under
these agreements the East European
countries concerned are committed to
take back persons entering the West
illegally from their territory and who
are arrested there within six months.
In anticipation ofthe abolition ofin-
ternal border controls, these arrange-
ments have effectively sealed off the
eastern borders ofthe EU with a form
of cordon sanitaire.
The fact that Germany has been
particularly active in "safeguarding"
EU borders is hardly surprising: for
the inhabitants ofcentral and eastern
Europe the Federal Republic of Ger-
many is the "door to Europe". Of the
total of 1.643 million persons of cen-
tral and eastern European national-
ity who, according to EU statistics
were living in the EU at the start of
1992,81Vo (1.326 million) were living
in Germany. Austria (260,000) and
France (1L6,000) were the only other
countries in which significant num-
bers of migrants from central and
eastern Europe were registered.
Moreover, Germany is currently the
only western European country to
have opened up modes of access to
legal employment opportunities for
migrant workers from central and
eastern Europe. Compared with Ger-
man regulations 
- 
described in the
following section 
- 
in this area, the
activities of other countries appear
rather modest: Belgi ,m, for example,
acquired around 600 welders from
central and eastern Europe orthe CIS
at the start of the 1990s; in 1993
France employed around 5,000 sea-
sonal workers from Poland in the ag-
ricultural sector (merim ,m duration
of employment: two months); Switzer-
land, too, employed between 4,000
and 5,000 Polish seasonal workers.
France and Belgium have reached
agreements with Poland on on-the-job
training progremmes for younger
workers.
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Gemany at the centre of East-
'lVest migration
Since the implosion of the socialist
regimes far more people from the
former eastern Block countries have
arrived in Germany than in other
West European countries: the
number of central and eastern Euro-
pean migrants in the resident popula-
tion rose from 933,000 at the end of
September 1981 to 1,745,000 at the
end of December 1992, when they ac-
counted for 227o ofthe overall foreign
resident population in Germany. Al-
most half of this increase was due to
immigration by inhabitants of the
former Yugoslavia. As might be ex-
pected, the number of persons from
central and eastern Europe working
in socially insured employment in
Germany is significantly lower: in
mid-1993 they totalled 588,000, i.e.just a third of the total number of
immigrants; of these 717o consisted of
workers from the former Yugoslavia.
There is a clear preponderance of
men: only among employees from the
formerYugoslayia and from Romania
do women account for almost 40Vo;in
the case of the other countries they
account for only around one third.
Most migrants wish to reside in the
old federal states of West Germany,
whereas the new federal states have
so far scarcely played a role as an
immigration region. This is likely to
be due not only to the poor employ-
ment chances in the wake of the eco-
nomic upheaval in East Germany, but
also to the deterrent effects of the
xenophobic attitudes and activities
which are largely associated with the
new federal states (see portrait).
There are a number ofreasons why
Germany was to become the target of
- 
primarily temporary 
- 
employment-
oriented migration. Along with Aus-
tria and Italy, it borders directly on
the reform countries. Its economic
potential is huge. Thus in a double
sense emplo5ment opportunities in
Germany appear "easy to grasp": due
both to the d5mamic labour market
and to its geographical proximity, re-
ducing transport problems and costs.
Moreover, Germany has a long tradi-
tion of acquiring labour from central
and eastern Europe (e.g. the employ-
ment of Poles for mining work in the
Ruhr area in the 19th century). This
flow of labour was not completely
halted by the Iron Curtain (e.g. Polish
seasonal labour in agriculture). In-
deed, the ideology of the Cold War is
likely to have built additional
"bridges", in that it increased the at-
tractiveness ofthe West forthe inhab-
itants of central and eastern Europe.
Ofall the central and eastern Euro-
pean countries, only Yugoslavia 
- 
on
the basis of a bilateral agreement
signed in 1968 
- 
participated in Ger-
many's so-called "guest worker
policy", within the framework of
which the Federal Government re-
cruited a total of 14 million workers
from Spain, Greece, T\rrkey, Portugal
and Yugoslavia between 1955 and
1973; 11 million of these returned to
their countries of origin during this
period. Thus, until the end of the
1980s, apart from the limited possi-
bilities under the provisions enabling
families to be reunited, there were
only two main legal forms of access for
citizens ofcentral and eastern Europe
to Germany: by virtue of German eth-
nicity (Aussiedler) or as an asylum
seeker.
Persons of German origin living in
central and eastern Europe and emi-
grating to the Federal Republic of
Germany (Aussicdler) are entitled to
German citizenship and to all the as-
sociated political, social and economic
rights, including free access to the
labour market. In the five years from
1989 to 1993 1.2 million Aussi.edler
settled in Germany. These migrants,
which in the 1980s primarily came
from Poland and Romania, but now
largely originate from the CIS, were
often skilled workers. Given their
high work motivation and their rela-
tively modest expectations regarding
working conditions, they represented
an important source of flexibility po-
tential for the German labour market.
The orientation of Aussiedler policies
to employment policy was particu-
larly apparent at the start of the
1990s: followingthe record of 400,000
Aussiedler entering Germany in 1989
and in 1990, the figure was then lim-
ited to around 200,000 per year,
largely by means of changes made in
application procedures.
Together with the countq/s eco-
nomic potential, Germany's relatively
liberal regulations on political asylum
- 
until 1993 
- 
were one of the most
important reasons why Germany had
the largest numbers of asyl 'm seek-
ers ofall the western European coun-
tries. Between 1989 and 1992, alone,
around one million were registered.
Asylum seekers, too, were primarily
used as a labour market buffer and as
a menns to undermine the ending of
the recruitment of guest workers in
1973. Not only to ease the burden on
public budgets (non-working asylum
seekers are entitled to social benefit),
but also to prevent asylum seekers
drifting into the black economy, the
waiting period before a work permit
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was issued was reduced to one year in
mid-1991 (i.e. at the time of the eco-
nomic boom induced by Unification),
and in September 1993 was virtually
scrapped altogether.
Legal modes of access to the
Genman labour market: special
case or role model?
Against the background of the politi-
cal upheaval and the economic re-
structuring underway in central and
eastern Europe, at the end of the
1980s Germanyputin place a number
of institutional regulations which 
-
complementary to the regulations
governing asylrrm seekers and
Aussiedler 
- 
offered people from the
reform countries access to the Ger-
man labour market. In this the Fed-
eral Government was influenced
more or less equally by political and
economic considerations. The new
provisions were to serve as a signal in
developing good neighbourly rela-
tions and to offer a way to ease the
difficulties arising in the course of the
process of political and economic
transformation in eastern Europe. At
the same time, Germany was also
seeking to restrict and channel the
expected migratory pressure from
central and eastern Europe. An addi-
tional aim of the provisions was to
help overcome the structural con-
straints on the German labour mar-
ket and to counter illegal immigra-
tion. The provisions expressly re-jected any continuation of the old
guest-worker system in view of the
risks associated with extended peri-
ods of stay and their high costs in
terms of social infrastructure. A total
of four modes of access were created:
bilateral agreements with central and
East European countries set out the
conditions for the conclusion of"work
contracts" (Werkuertrtige) and for the
exchange of so-called 'guest employ-
ees" (Gastarbeitnehmer); seasonal la-
bour contracts were facilitated and
the regulations governing cross-bor-
der commuters were extended to Ger-
man/s eastern borders (cf. synopsis).
L. Werkuertragsarbeitnehmer are sent
to Germany on the basis of a work
contract signed between a German
firm and a foreign subcontractor.
They are supposed to be skilled work-
ers, and receive a work permitfortwo,
or a maximum of three years. Subse-
quently the worker in question must
be resident in his or her country of
origin for the same period (compul-
sory rotation). fire Werkuertragsar-
beitnehmer remain on the books of the
foreign subcontractor. German wage
levels apply, although the social in-
surance provisions are based on those
in the country of origin. In some cases
the maximum figures set per country
and year contain specific quotas for
the construction industry and for
small and medium-size firms; this
provides an indication ofthe location
of structural constraints within the
German labour market. The quotas
are subject to annual review and are
reduced if the unemployment rate in
Gennany rises.
2. the provision for guest employees
(Gastarbeitnehmer) has the express
aim of promoting a mutual exchange
of skilled labour between the reform
countries and the Federal Republic.
The target group tends to be younger
skilled workers whose vocational and
linguistic skills are to be promoted by
a period of work abroad. Duringthese
periods, ofbetween 12 and 18 months,
the wage and social insurance condi-
tions are those prevailing in the guest
country; the employing firms are to
provide appropriate accommodation.
The annual quotas are linked to the
size and the level of development of
the various central and East Euro-
pean or CIS countries.
3. A work permit for a maximum of
three months per year will be issued
on request by a potential employer for
seasonal labour from abroad, pro-
vided that German job seekers, or
unemployed persons from EU coun-
tries or from former guest-worker
countries are not available. Working
conditions and standards are to be in
accordance with collectively agreed or
standard levels in the region, and ap-
propriate accommodation is to be pro-
vided. National quotas do not apply,
but recently the construction industry
has been excluded from placement of
such seasonal workers. Within the
framework of a statutory change
which extended the prevailingregula-
tions on seasonal work for West Euro-
pean countries to central and eastern
Europe, skilled foreign workers were
also given the opportunity offinding
employment in caring for the sick and
elderly.
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4. The legal stipulations governing
cross-border commuters apply in the
regions located within 50 km of the
German border and require that such
persons commute to work every day
(with the exception of a maximum of
two nights per week). No country or
sectoral quotas apply. Here too,
though, domestic labour is given pri-
ority in granting work pem.its. Ger-
man employment and social insur-
ance standards are binding.
The four modes of access in
practice
The labour market statistics show
that it is work contracts that are en-
joyrng the fastest rates ofexpansion.
The then CSFR, the former Yugosla-
via and, in particular, Poland ex-
ceeded their quotas markedly in 1992.
The concentration of work contracts
in border areas and in the construc-
tion industry (around three quarters)
reflect, in addition to structural con-
straints on the German labour mar-
ket, the competitive strategies pur-
Bilateral Agreements and Statutory Regulations Concerning the Emplo5rment of Labour from Central
and Eastern Europe in Ger:many (as of end 1994)
AgreemenU
regulation
Priorit5r for Conditions
Germanand
EU citizens
Ma-imum
number
perannum
Mq-im11m
period of
emplo5rment
Economic sectora
I for sub-con- yes';
tractor: German average 41,2!8per
wage levels/ month, of which
Socialinsurance: 26.3L4ll:
country of origin construction
maximum of 
- 
special quotas for
2 years; extension construction
of 1 year possible 
- 
special quotas for
SME
Work contracts
(Werkuertrd,ge)
Gilateral
agreements)
no
Guest em-
ployees (Gosf-
arbeihehmer)
Gilateral
agreements)
II no German wage
and social
insurance stan-
dards; suitable
accommodation
yesb;
1994:. 5,529
placements
maximum of 
- 
construction
1 year; extension industry
of 6 months 
- 
metal sector
possible
IIIa Seasonal
workers (law)
ves collectively
agreed or
standard wage
for the locality;
suitable
accommodation
no;
L994:155,217"
requests
maximum of
3 months per year
- 
agriculture,
construction (at
present only craft,-
areas permitted)
(2OVo)
- 
hotel and catering
industry
Staffto care
for sick and
elderly (law)
yes as IIIa no;
1994:412d
- 
care for sick and
elderly
noIIIb
Cross-border
commuterg(law)
yes within 50 km of
German border;
German wage
and soc. ins.
conditions; daily
commuting
- 
manufacturing
industry, cralt,
enterprises(construction, wood)
- 
industry (metal,
ceramics)
- 
hotel and catering
industry
a) National quotas as of 1.10.1994: Bulgpria 1,660, Czech Republic 2,890, Slovakia 1,570, rump Yugoslavia 1,650 (cannot be utilised
at present due to embargo), Bosnia 990, Croatia 5,010, Macedonia 480, Slovenia 1,920, Poland 22,560, Romania 4,150 (cannot be
utilised at present due to over-utilisation in 1994), Latvia 370, Turkey 5,800, Hungary 6,870 (since 1.1.95). Foreign companies
pay a charge ofbetween DM 1,200 and DM 2000 per work permit depending on the permit's duration.
b) Hungary 2,000, Czech Republic 1,400, Slovakia 700, Poland 1000, Albania 500, Romania 500, Bulgaria 1000, Latvia 100, Lithuania
100, Russian Fed. 2000 (since mid-1994).
c) SOVo from Poland, 6Vo Czech Republic. Employer pays DM 100 for the administrative processing of each job offer.
d) 390 from Croatia, 22from Slovenia.
Source: Institute for Labour Market and Occupational Research at the Federal Labour Office.
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sued by German construction compa-
nies, which are seeking to reduce
wage costs. The provision governing
work contracts has come under fire
following substantial evidence that
foreign subcontractors have been in-
volved in social and wage dumping,
and that not infrequently such compa-
nies were mere fronts with the aim of
facilitating the 
-illegal- mediation of
agency workers. Arguing that this
constituted unfair competition, both
employers' associations and trade un-
ions (especially those representing
the construction sector) repeatedly
lobbied for the termination of the
work contract agreements. In the face
ofthe deteriorating state ofthe Ger-
man labour market all the national
quotas were cut and existing agree-
ments have not been extended once
they came to an end. As a conse-
quence, the monthly average figures
for the number of employed work con-
tract employees fell by more than half
from 94,902 rnl992to 41,218 in 1994.
The decline was particularly sharp in
the new federal states 
- 
from L4,400 at
the end of 1992 to 5,500 one year later.
The guest employees provision, on
the other hand, received a lukewarm
reception from German employers,
the measure stagnating in 1992 and
1993 at less than 6,000 participants.
It seems that the relatively short du-
ration, together with the need to pro-
vide training and accommodation
made such contracts relatively unat-
tractive. Demand from abroad, on the
other hand, was strong. In 1994 the
rate of national quota utilisation
ranged from l0%ointhe case of Latyia
to TOBVo for Rumania. German recog-
nition of the possibility of placing
workers in the reverse direction, how-
ever, was "too little too late".
Placements of skilled labour for eld-
erly and sick care were reduced to less
than 500. Due to the unfavourable
working conditions the fluctuation
among skilled German workers in
such professions is extraordinarily
high. For care-oriented employees
from central and eastern Europe, on
the other hand, such employment op-
portunities are very attractive. The
fact that this substitution has reduced
the pressure to improve workingcon-
ditions has drawn criticism from the
German trade unions.
ln1992212,000 people were placed
as seasonal workers. Since 1993 con-
ditions on the granting of permits
have been consciously tightened, al-
though by 1994 the figure was still
155,000. Almost all placements were
made in the form of a named request
for specific workers by employers. It
therefore seems likely that these fig-
ures at least partly reflect a "legalisa-
tion" of previously illegal employ-
ment. Around 807a ofseasonal work-
ers come from Poland; two thirds of
them work in the agricultural sector
and one fifth in construction. More
recently, however, the placement of
seasonal workers in the construction
indwtry has been stopped to prevent
any substitution of seasonal workers
for the reduced quotas of Werkuer-
trogsarbeitnehmer. Tlte most sensi-
tive issues regarding seasonal work
are the extremely low wages and the
harsh working conditions. Particu-
larly in this area, dominated by small
enterprises and where union density
is very low, it is extremely difficult to
enforce emplo5rment standards.
It is not possible to determine how
many people from Poland and the
Czech Republic are employed in Ger-
many under the cross-border worker
provision. Statistical information is
only available on the number of work
permits issued per year, whereby
their duration of validity varies ac-
cording to the labour market situa-
tion; an individual may receive more
than one work pernit in the course of
a single year. In 1993, for example,
just under 15,000 work permits were
issued for Czech citizens in Bavaria.
Besides the construction industry
such employment relations were con-
centrated in wood processing and the
hotel and catering industry. The regu-
lations on cross-border commuters
are of little relevance to the new fed-
eral states due to the high level of
unemployment there.
Fundamental problems of the
Germnn regulatory framework
Duringthe past two years the Federal
Government has attempted to coun-
ter the problematic effects of the pro-
visions described above by making a
number of amendments: cuts in quo-
tas, tougher controls and a more effi-
cient organisation within the labour
market authority, and also the intro-
duction of new concepts to promote
training in the case of guest employ-
ees. However, the problems inherent
to the structure of the regulatory
framework as a whole have not been
solved:
- 
While the legal emplo;nnent oppor-
tunities for workers from central
and eastern Europe make it easier
for firms to fill vacancies that have
remained vacant for a long time,
they are detrimental to the
(re)integration chances for problem
groups on regional and sectoral la-
bour markets.
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Employers' hiring practices, which
have so far clearly favoured
younger male workers from central
and eastern Europe, have exacer-
bated gender and age-specific seg-
mentation processes on the Ger-
man labour market.
- 
Accessing a reservoir offoreign la-
bour with very modest expectations
in terms of wage level and working
conditions can be interpreted as a
subsidisation of enterprises work-
ing at the economic "margin" (or of
their customers). The reduced pres-
sure on the wage level resulting
from the expansion ofthe supply of
labour is an obstacle to restructur-
ing.
- 
The rotation principle applying to
the majority of emplo5ment con-
tracts is inimical to the interests of
both employers and foreign work-
ers in cooperation over a longer pe-
riod. Moreover, it is very difficult to
monitor, even at great expense. For
this reason legal employment peri-
ods are olten exceeded, servingas a
bridge for the expansion of illegal
employrnent.
It should be noted, however, that the
problem of"gre/ and "black" labour
markets is one that is inextricably
bound up with the opening of "doors".
Experience has shown that any in-
crease in the opportunities for for-
eigners to take up emploSrment legally
is associated with a rise in the number
of illegal immigrants. No EU country
has so far made plausible estimates of
the number of illegal immigrants.
Claims that there are three illegal
immigrants for each one entering the
country legally must be discounted as
mere speculation. For Germany an
estimated figure of 100,000 illegal
immigrants has been put forward. Yet
whatever the figure, this cannot serve
as an argument against the provision
ofmodes ofaccess, as experience has
shown that state regulation is more
efficient when labour markets are be-
ing opened than when they are being
closed. What is important, however, is
that the inherent limitations to state
control are viewed realistically from
the outset: you can't have the sun
without a shadow.
Outlook
The continuation of a "Fortress Eu-
rope policy" is an inappropriate strat-
ery for the regulation of the new mi-
gration flows within Europe. Parallel
to the expansion ofthe high-tech sec-
tors, indeed as a condition of such
expansion, the secondary segments of
the industrial production system are
also growing. Such less productive
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Commuters and Migrants 
- 
Labour Movements
from East to West Germany and their Labour
Market lmplications
Since 1989 there has been considerable labour migration from East to
West Germany, sigaificantly easi-B the pressure on the East Geman
labour narket. f'61 fhis realpn, if no other, East-IVest sormrnutgrt and
migrants have played an important role in discussions of the employ-
ment crisis in the new federal states. Initially atleast the West Glerman
labour market e=hibited great power to absorb this influ$ now, how-
ever, a number of regional nnd sectoral labour markets in West Ger-
many clearly reveal signs of substantial displacement effects between
different categories of labour, to the detriment of low-skill and low-
productivity workers. This is particularly tnre of West Berlin, which
has become the eCommuter Capital'of Gemany.
The demise of the GDR and German no longer, as it had been during the
Unification in 1990 have given rise Cold War, politically motivated. It is
to an unprecedented process of East- important to distinguish between
West migration within Germany. migrants, i. e. those moving their
This relates not only to the quantita- place ofresidence definitively to an-
tive dimensions of migration 
- 
by the other place (in this case in West Ger-
end of 1993 1.4 million people had many), and "commuters" who retain
left East Germany, and almost half a their previous domicile (in East Ger-
million were commuting to work in many) and "commute" to work daily,
the West 
- 
but also to the qualitative or at least weekly (to West Ger-
aspects of the movement, which was many).
- Focu$
and long-term regulations will only be
attainable in corfunction with quanti-
tative restrictions and selection crite-
ria, at least for some immigrant
groups. Germany's "guest-worker
polic/, which can now look back on a
history lasting more than 100 years,
clearly shows that liberal, constitu-
tional states must take responsibility
for the social integration ofthose that
they have brought to the country as
immigrant labour.
Hedwig Rudolph
Felicitas Hillmann
H. Rudolph is Head Researcher, F. Hillmann
a Researcher at the WZB.
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areas rely on the availability ofcheap
foreign labour. Against the back-
ground of western European labour
market and welfare standards, such
segments are unattractive to domes-
tic labour in view ofthe low wages and
poor working conditions prevailing
there. Indeed, the dynamism of West
European economic developments
constitutes an important "pull factor'
for labour migration. The conflicts
surrounding the extent and condi-
tions ofthe employment ofcentral and
East European migrants underline
the tensions to which the largely un-
changed national systems of labour
market and welfare state regulations
are exposed in western welfare capi-
talist states in a "post-socialist" envi-
ronment.
At the European level, a system of
quotas is under discussion as a means
ofregulating central and eastern Eu-
ropean immigration. The general
view is that for both political and eco-
nomic reasons there is no alternative
to the at least limited and selective
opening ofthe borders, whereby the
individual West European countries 
-
depending on their specific traditions
and interests 
- 
are to focus their at-
tention primarily on the East or the
South. Not despite, but rather pre-
cisely because of the challenges re-
sulting from globalisation, the EU
countries must face up to the task of
reducing the huge gap in welfare
standards at its periphery. The in-
creasing transboundary mobility of
labour, goods and capital constitute
the bench mark for the normalisation
of East-West relationship. Whereas
the Iron Curtain enabled the West
European countries to sit back and
concentrate on their own territory,
they must now also pay due regard to
promoting developments in central
and eastern Europe in a responsible
way.
German/s regulatory framework
providing access to central and East
European labour, and the lessons
learned in its implementation could
and should be used in developing Eu-
ropean solutions. It seems plausible to
assume that agreements on binding
Migration from and to East
Germany
The fall of the Berlin Wall in 1989
ended overnight the state-imposed
"immobilit/ of citizens of the GDR,
and immefiately led to an emigration
wave ofmajor proportions. In the final
analysis it was this "voting with one's
feet" that was one of the most impor-
tant forces behind the swilt progress
iowards Unification between the
GDR and the Federal Republic. As can
be seen from table 1, emigration
peaked in 1989/90, and has declined
continually since the completion of
political unification. In 1989 and 1990
almost 400,000 people left East Ger-
many in each year, compared with an
annual figure ofjust under 200,000 in
1992 and 1993. This means that the
"emigration share" (emigrants as a
proportion of the resident population)
has almost halved: at L.?Vo in 1992
and.l.tVo in 1993, it is scarcely higher
than in a number of West German
federal states. Moreover, West-East
migration is gradually increasing in
importance. Migration in this direc-
tion consists largely of former GDR
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citizens returning to their former
homeland, West German civil serv-
ants sent to support administrative
reconstruction in the new states, and
managerial and skilled personnel
sent by West Geman companies to
their East German branch and field
offices. As early as 1993 the volume of
outward migration from the new fed-
eral states was in fact onlyjust over
50,000 greater than the number of
western migrants to East Germany.
Even so, the cumulative net outward
migration to West Germany ofaround
L million is substantial. Within the
space offive years, East Germany has
lost almost 6.5Vo of its population by
this means.
While there are undoubtedly nu-
merous reasons why inner-German
East-West migration has declined,
the gradual narrowing of differentials
in wages and living conditions be-
tween East and West and the eco-
nomic recession of 1992/93 have
clearly exerbed a mqjorimpact on out-
ward migration. The fact that East
German incomes have risen steadily
towards western levels is particularly
significant in this regard. According
to research conducted by the German
Institute for Economic Research
(DnM), disposable household income
in East Germany rose from 46Vo of the
West German level in the spring of
L990 to T2Tothreeyears later. Income
and living-standard differentials,
central motives for migration in the
initial phase, are now less pressing. In
view of the difficult labour market
situation in East Germany, the threat
ofjob loss has become one of the main
reasons for leaving the new federal
states. Whatis surprising, however, is
the low propensity to migrate exhib-
ited by the unemployed. It seems that
on becoming unemployed, the willing-
ness to consider geographical mobility
declines markedly, perhaps grving
way to growing resignation.
Economic and labour market devel-
opments in West Gerrnany also exert
an influence on migration trends. In
the wake of the so-called "Uffication
Boom", the West Gennan labour mar-
ket was initially capable of absorbing
large numbers of East German 
- 
not
to mention central andEast European
- 
commuters and migrants (cf. Focus).
The onset ofrecession in 1992 and the
rise in unemployment in West Ger-
many have made it much more diffi-
cult to enter and establish a place on
the West German labour market.
Moreover, the housing market is such
that it has become increasingly diffi-
cult to find rented accommodation at
affordable prices in West Germany.
Despite the changing conditions
and the decline in migration volumes,
expert opinion is that there remains a
substantial potential for outward mi-
gration. According to surveys con-
ducted recently by the DIW, a quarter
of the East German population can
still envisage moving to West Ger-
many. Thus the potential for outward
migration has declined only slowly
compared with 1991, when around
one third ofEast German respondents
reported that they would consider
moving to the West.
East-If,est cormmutert
The opening of the borders led not
only to large-scale migration to West
Germany, but also to a large number
of East-West commuters. It is diffi cult
to determine the precise number of
such commuters, however, as various
statistical sources give different fig-
ures. Suweys commissioned by the
Federal Labour Office put the number
of East-West commuters at 607,000(Arbeitsmarktmonitor, November
1993), whereas the DlW, on the basis
of its Socio-economic Panel (see box),
has calculated an order of magnitude
of 395,000 (SOEP, March/April 1994).
According to calculations made by the
DIW the proportion of the East Ger-
man labour force commuting to the
West has risen from 4.5Vo it 1991 to
5.87o in 1994. If the growing preva-
Ience of commuting within East Ger-
many is added to these figures, it is
clear that the overall extent of geo-
graphical mobility in the new federal
states has risen significantly: around
AOVo ofEast Germans do not currently
work in their place of residence, a
similar figure to that in West Ger-
many. In contrast to migration pat-
terns, the number of persons commut-
ing from West to East is still small.
Less than l%o of the West Geman
labour force commuted to work in the
East in 1993.
Stntistical sources:
In addition to the official government
statistics, data on the labour market
situation in East Germany are avail-
able from several other sources, of
which two regular surveys are the
most important: the "Arbeitsmarkt-
mnnitor ftr diz ncu,en Bundesliind.er"(Labour market monitor for the new
federal states) and the "Sozio-
dkonomischz Parul" (Socio-economic
panel). The Monitor is a representa-
tive, repeated survey conducted by
Infratest Sozialforschung, commis-
sioned by the Federal Labour Office,
the aim ofwhich is to observe the East
German labour market continuously
over time. The Socio-economic panel
(SOEP) is a repeated survey con-
ducted annually by the German Insti-
tute for Economic research (DIW)
since 1984 in the old, and since 1990
also in the new federal states. In order
to ensure comparability, this report is
based primarily on SOEP data.
It is as yet unclear whether commut-
ing represents merely a "preliminary
stage" before finally migrating, or,
rather, whether the opportunity of
gaining access to paid employment by
commuting restricts the potential for
migration. There is considerable evi-
dence that commuting is often fol-
lowedby a change ofresidence to West
Germany. The DfW, forinstance, esti-
mates that commuters are about
seven times as likely to move to the
West than other East German work-
ers. Commuting, it seems, is often
used to establish contacts, to survey a
particular environment and to find
accommodation, and, on the basis of a
relatively secure job, to finally make
the move.
Who goes West? The socio-
demographic characteristics of
migrants qnd srrrnrnuf,sns
Migrants tend to be younger than the
average age of the population from
8
Table 1: Uligration between East and West Germany, 1989-1998 (in
thousands)
Year Migrants
from East
to West
Net migration
balance for
East Germanyfrom West
to East
1989
1990
1991
t992
1993
388.4
396.3
249.7
t99.2
172.4
5.1
36.2
80.3
111.3
119.0
-383.3
-359.1
-169.5
-87.8
-53.5
Total
1989-93 1,405.1 351.9 -1,053.1
Source: Federal Statistical Office.
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which they come, and this is true of
East German migrants to the West.
Accordingto the data derived from the
SOEP, around two thirds (70Vo) of
East-West migrants are between 16
and 40, and are thus markedly
younger than the average population
in both East and West Germany (table
2). They tend to have good formal
educational qualifications: around
80Vo have a medium to high-level
school qualification and have com-
pleted vocational training. Women
are just as likely to migrate as men.
This may be partly due to the fact that
entire families move together. Thus
the typical emigrant from the new
federal states is either male or female,
young, well-educated/trained and
was 
- 
as mentioned above 
- 
fre-
quentlyworkingas a commuterin the
West prior to moving.
Relatively detailed structural data
- 
derived from the surveys conducted
within the framework of the SOEP 
-
are also available on East-West com-
rnuters, It is striking to note that, in
contrast to the situation at the start of
the 1990s (cf. East Germany no.2, pp.
3-4), commuters are no longer a rela-
tively young and predominantly male
group. The social structure of such
commuters has largely come into line
with the overall structure ofEast Ger-
man employees and has thus 'normal-
ised". This is true not only of age
structure but also of education and
training (cf. table 3). The average age
of East-West commuters is now 34,just below the East German average
of 37.
In particular, the proportion of
women amongcommuters rose stead-
ilybetween 199L and 1994; even so, at
32Vo they are still less likely to com-
mute than men, and are also under-
represented among commuters in
terms of their share of the overall
labour force (457o). This is largely due
to their restricted ifreedom of move-
ment', reflecting traditional role as-
criptions and the associated responsi-
bility for child-care and household
duties.
Considerable differences between
commuters and the structure of the
East German labour force as a whole
remain with regard to two character-
istics. First, at 437o, skilled blue-col-
lar workers still account for a more
than proportional share of commut-
ers, whereas qualified white-collar
workers are still under-represented.
It seems plausible to assume that
this is linked to the economic sectors
absorbing East German labour 
- 
pri-
marily construction and industry.
An additional factor is that there is
1
little demand in the West for the
know-how, largely acquired in the
GDR, held by qualified East German
white-collar staff. Secondly, urunar-
ried persons are more than propor-
tionately likely to commute; they
seem readier to accept the burden of
longer journey times than other em-
ployee groups.
In the wake of the rise in East Ger-
man wages and salaries, the wage
differential between commuters and
other East German workers has nar-
rowed sharply. In the spring of 1991
the gain to commuters amounted to
alrnost a doubling of earned income,
by L994 the gap had narrowed tojust
207o.
If,here do they go? East Gemqn
workers in Ilfest Gemany
East German employees in West Ger-
many are active in roughly equal pro-
portions in the secondary (especially
construction and industry) and terti-
ary (trade, transport, hotel and cater-
ing, hairdressers and body care serv-
ices) sectors. The vast mqjority of
them work in small and medium-
sized firms with less than 50 employ-
ees.
Very few differentiated and up-to-
date analyses of the regional distri-
bution of East Gerrnan labour in
West Germany Erne as yet available.
According to an earlier study by the
Institute for Employment Besearch
at the Federal Labour Office (IAB),
at the end of 1991 migrants and com-
muters were concentrated in the em-
plo5rment-office districts along the
border to the former GDR, an area
which tends to be structurally weak
in economic terms. A second group of
favoured destinations was the so far
prosperous labour market regions in
the South of the country (Bavaria,
southern Hesse and Baden-
Wiirttemberg) and the large metro-
politan cities, such as Munich, Nu-
remberg, Stuttgart and Hamburg.
Clearly, choice of emplo5rment area
is selective and is made with refer-
ence to the state of the labour mar-
ket in each area.
Incidentally, the majority of East-
West commuters are no longer par-
ticularly long-distance commuters.
In 1991 an average distance to work
of59 km was accepted; by 1994 this
had fallen to 29 km. This trend is
particularly evident in West Berlin,
which has become the "commuter
capital". More than half (52Vo) of
East-West commuters, primarily
from East Berlin and Brandenburg,
were working in the western half of
the city in 1994.
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Impact on West Geman labour
markets
Adding together the 0.5 million East-
West commuters and the economi-
cally active (approx. 70?o) of the 1.4
million migrants from East Germany,
it is evident that by the end of 1993
East German labour added a total of
approx. 1.5 million (or around lVo) to
the potential West German labour
force. On the other hand, West-East
commuters and migrants have re-
duced the supply available totheWest
German labour market by just under
half a million. In other words, the
opening of the border has led to an
increase in the West German labour
force potential of something in excess
of one million.
During the economic boom of 1990/
91 East German labour initially en-
countered a West German labour
market with great absorption power:
between 1989 and 1992 the level of
emplo5rment in West Germany rose by
1.8 million; a considerable proportion
of this increase was to the benefit of
immigrant and commuting East Ger-
manlabour. Thus East Germanwork-
ers were indeed among the beneficiar-
ies of the "Unification Boom" in West
Germany that had been initiated by
the demand of East German citizens
for western goods and services; not,
however, those workers that looked
for work in the East, but rather those
workers who left for the West.
It is a matter of controversy
whether the expansion of employ-
ment in West Germanybetween 1989
and 1992 was made possible by the
influx of East Genrran labour 
- 
be-
cause the additional demand for
skilled workers would otherwise soon
have led to bottlenecks on the western
labour market 
- 
or whether the em-
plo5ment of East German labour in
West Germany was largely at the cost
of the displacement of West German
employees. The available evidence
suggests that both hypotheses are
partially correct. On the one hand
some areas of the West German
economy were suffering from a short-
age ofskilled labour as early as 1989,
so that it would scarcely have been
possible to expand employment with-
out the additional labour from East
Germany. On the other hand, data
from a number of West German re-
gional labour markets show that in
some areas the employment of East
German labour was very largely at the
cost of reduced emplo5rment opportu-
nities for West German and foreign
workers. In many structurally weak
areas along the former border with
the GDR, 1s1 sxsmple, the influx of
I
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Table 2: Socio-demographic Characteristics of East-West Migrants
(percentage shares)
East-West migrants For comparison:
structure of East German
resident population
Male
Female
Age
16-30
31-40
4t-50
5t-64
65 and older
Marital status
married
single
divorced
widowed
School education
low
medium
high
Vocational training
none
vocational training
higher education diploma
47
53
24
2L
74
23
18
62
22
7I
38
48
L4
15
76
9
47
53
34
36
L7
10
3
69
23
6
2
19
65
16
15
79
6
Source: DIW, Socio-economic panel. The data are based on a sample of 423 persons
(aged 16 or over) who migrated from East to West Germany between 1981 and 1993;
897o moved to fhe West between 1989 and 1993.
East German labour 
- 
which ex-
panded the region's labour supply by
l0 to 20Vo 
- 
was associated both with
a marked expansion of emplo5rment,
but also, contrary to the overall West
Germantrend, with a substantial rise
in unemployment. Such a constella-
tion points to displacement processes.
At sectoral level, similar effects can be
observed for the period from 1989 to
the end of 1991 in a number of West
Germanbranches, in which the inllux
of East German labour was greater
than the overall employment gain:
this is particularly true ofagriculture,
the basic-good sector, electrical engi-
neering, food, drin-k and tobacco,
agency employment services, house-
hold and leisure services, and hotel
and catering. After the end of the
"Unification Boom" and of employ-
ment growth in L992, the power of the
West German labour market as a
whole to absorb East German labour
declined sharply during the 1993/94
recession. Given the lack ofup-to-date
data, it is notyet possible to determine
whether, as many have feared, this
has exacerbated competitive pressure
and displacement between East and
West German workers.
Berlin: The commuter capital
The impact of East-West mobility on
West German labour markets is par-
ticularly striking in the case of West
Berlin (cf. East Ger:urany, no. 8, pp.
10-12). It is here that the main com-
muter movement from East to West is
concentrated: half ofthe East German
commuters work in West Berlin; one
in five ofthe West Berlin workforce (of
approx. one million) lives in East Ber-
lin or the city's Brandenbtrg hinter-
land,. Compared with the number of
commuters, the number of East Ger-
6s11 "immigrants" in West Berlin is
relatively small, as the relatively good
transport infrastructure and the rea-
sonably short distances involved
make it possible to live in the East and
work in the West 
- 
and thus avoid the
higher housing rents charged in the
western half of the city. The approx.
200,000 commuters from the East
have offered the West Berlin labour
market a vast potential ofyoung, mo-
bile and skilled workers since 1989/
90. This potential has been steadily
expanded by the wide-ranging, pub-
licly financed further training meas-
ures for East Germany, and has been
extensively used by employers. Un-
skilled and otherwise disadvantaged
labour in the western half of the city(which is treated by labour market
policy as part of West Germany, and
thus benefits to a far lesser extent
Table 8: Socio-demographic Characteristics of East-West
Commuters (percentage shares)
Commuters For comparison:
structure of East German
employment (1994)1991 t994
Male
Female
Age
17-25
26-35
36-45
46-55
56-65
Average age (years)
Marital status
married
single
divorced
widowed
School education
low
medium
high
Vocational training
none
vocational training
higher education diploma
Occupational position
trainee
83
t7
28
39
23
10
0
68
32
23
32
28
15
2
55
45
L7
32
25
23
3
63
31
5
1
13
70
t7
9
82
8
61
36
3
0
23
60
t7
7
79
t4
10
10
43
11
13
8
69
24
6
1
25
59
16
7
85
11
7
10
29
11
2L
t2
unskilled/semi-skilled blue-collar 22
skilled blue-collar 42
lowlevel white-collar 10
medium-level white-collar 11
high-level white-collar 7
Earned income (DM per month)
gross
net
2,800
2,000
3,200
2,200
2,800
1,900
Source: DlW, Socio-economic panel.
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Table 4: West Berliu: Change in Unemplo5rment qmong Selected
Groups
Change in the number ofregistered
unemployed between Sept. 1989
and Sept. 1993
Foreigners
Elderly (over 55)
Persons lacking a vocational
qualification
Unsl{ill ed and semi-skilled
blue-collar
Persons with career intemrption(s)
or no work experience
For comparison: all unemployed
+85.7?a
+70.2Va
+48.9Vo
+53.27o
+85.7?o
+41.3?o
Source: Federal Labour Office; calculations by the editors.
-t 
-,
.:
from publicly financed further train-
ing measures than East Gerrrany)
have found it more difficult than pre-
viouslyto hold their own on the labour
market.
The result of the inevitable dis-
placement process, one exacerbated
by the East-West differences in labour
market policy, has leftits mark on the
West Berlin unemplo;ment statistics.
Despite the fact that between 1989
and 1992 the western half of the city
profited to a disproportionate extent
from the .Uniffcation Boom", experi-
encing an unprecedented employ-
ment expansion, unemplo5mrent
among the West Berlin population
rose over the srrme period, contrary to
the West Geruran trend, by around
27 ,OO0; this reflects the fact that the
influx ofcommuters (approx. 180,000)
was even greater than the growth of
employment (approx. 125,000). At
l4%o, the unemplo5rment rate in the
western half of the city is now signifi-
cantly higher than in East Berlin
(l2Vo),and only slightly lowerthan in
the state of Brandenburg; it is 50Vo
higher than the unemployment rate
in West Germany.
Foreigners 
- 
who are largely low
skill 
- 
are the group which has lost out
to perhaps the greatest extent on the
West Berlin labour market: since
lrq l
1989 their unemployment rate has
risen twice as fast as the West Berlin
average. Unemploynent has also
risen since L989 to an above-average
degree among older workers and
those lacking a vocational qualifica-
tion and without continuous work ex-
perience (cf. table 4). Thus the fall of
the Wall and the massive supply-side
pressure have led to a deterioration in
labour market chances, particularly
for those who, due to their lack of
vocational qualifications and work ex-
perience, or relatively low productiv-
ity are least their competitive in la-
bour market terrns.
Prospects
The mass exodus from the new federal
states to West Germany that many
observers had initially feared has not
occurred. Although since 1989 East
Germany has lost around 9Vo of its
population due to the outward migra-
tion of 1.4 million people, the number
of emigrants has been falling continu-
ally since L991; moreover, increas-
ingly it is being compensated by mi-
gration in the opposite direction.
Tltus, to some extent at least, mobility
between East and West Germany is
approaching a state that can be
termed'normal'. This is reflected in
the facts, among others, that the dis-
TAENDS
tances to work travelled by East Ger-
man corlmuters working in the West
have shortened significantly and that
the socio-demographic structure of
such commuters does not differ sig-
nificantly from that of the other East
German workers. What does give
cause for concern, however, is the fact
that it is primarily young and skilled
workers thathave left, East Germany,
although it is precisely such people
that are needed for the reconstruction
process there.
The gradual process of "growing
together" ofthe labour markets is also
shown by the displacement of less
highly skilled and productive West
German workers by East Germans
working in the West. In a unified la-
bour market such displacement proc-
esses are nothing unusual, although
they do mean that unemployment is
increasingly concentrated among low-
skill and low-productivity workers.
Solving the problem of such "hard
core" unemplo5rment will require ad-
ditional efforts by labour market
policy.
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Foneignore in East Geraany (excl
Berlin) by Nationality, end 1902 (in
thousands)
Nationality
Rompnia 39.4Poland 26.2Bulgaria 16.7
fomer USSR 12.7Hungary 10.4formerYugoslavia 8.5
former Czechoslovnkia 3.8Turkey 2.0
Asia(especially Vietnam) 30.1Africa 22.0Other 11.7Total L82.5
Source: Central Register of Foreign
Nationels: Federal Labour Office.
Very Few Foreign Workers in the New Federal
States
Far fewer foreign nationals live and work
in East Germany than in West Germany.
In 1993 foreigners accounted for jwt 1.47o
(222,000) ofthe population ofthe new fed-
eral states (including East Berlin), com-
pared with amund LO?o $.5 million) in
West Germany. The proportion of foreign
nationals in the East German labour force
is of a similar order of magnitude: accord-
ing to the microcensus conducted by the
Feileral Statistical Office, in 1993 just
105,000 foreigners were in employment in
the new federal statgs (1.7Vo of total em-
ployment). Amongemployees payingsocial
ineurance contributions (which excludes
the self-employed and employees on low
earnings) the Federal Labour Office regis-
teredjust 36,000 to 40,000 foreignere in the
same year.
Foreigners conetituted a very small pro.
portion ofthe population ofthe GDR(1989:
L.2?o; approx.191,000): the largest groups
of foreign nationals were the Vietnamese(31%) and Poles (2Wo), followed by
Mozembicans, Soviet citizens and Hungar-
ians. The employment of foreip workers
was subject to strict regulations and re-
strictions. This applied in particular to the
so-called contract workers (Vertrogsar-
beitnchmer) rccnrited by the GDR collec-
tively on the basis ofsecret bilateral trea-
ties. The GDB's notorious labour shortage
induced the leadership, especially in the
1970s and the 1980s, to resort increasingly
to foreign Iabour in order to raise economic
performance levels in spite of stagnant
productivity. Foreign workers played a
very low-key role in GDR public life; most
lived in residential homes or in oeparate
apartment blocks and were not allowed to
organise. Ihey worked qlmost exclusively
in the industrial sector, and were concen-
trated in a small numberofbranches, such
as light industry, automobiles, chemical
fibre and t5ne production. Of the foreip
nationals residingin the GDR onlyaround
307a were female, due to the preference for
recnuiting male workers and the very lim-
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ited possibilities for families to join those
working.
For the mdority of foreign employees the
end of the GDR meant the loss of their job
and the 
- 
not always voluntary 
- 
return to
their country of origin. The agreements
pertaining to the use of foreip labour
reached by the GDB were not honoured by
the Federal Republic of Germany; in 1990/
91 most of the industrial jobs held by for-
eign nationals were shed and the workerg
recruited were not offered the prospect of
an extended stay in Germany. Conse-
quently, shortly after the fall of the Berlin
Wall more than two thirds of the more than
90,000 foreign contrast workers returned
to theircountryoforigin. Bytheendof 1990just 28,000 such workers still remained in
East Germany, the vast mqiority of them(21,000) were Vietnemese. Some of these
persons requested political asylum, but
this was mostly refused. In 1993 Germa-
ny's state interior ministels decided to
grant the remaining 19,000 former con-
tract workers (of which just under 17,000
were Vietnemese) a fixed-term residence
permit provided they had found work by
April 1994 and had committed no criminal
offence. However, even those Viehemese
that did not firlfil these conditions and
which remnined in Germany illegally (or at
best with tacit permission from the au-
thorities) could not return to their home
country as Viehsm refused to acceptthem.
Only very recently- parallel to the resunp
tion of German development aid for Viet-
nsm 
- 
have negotiatious begun between
Germany and Vietn"m on an agreement
facilitating the retunx of Vietnamese citi-
zens.
In the wakeofthe retu::n ofthe m{ority of
contract workers to their country oforigin
the number offoreigners in East Gemany
as a proportion ofthe population declined
between 1989 and 1991 by about a tlitud to
0.87a; since then it has risen onlygradually
ta L.47o. This increase is largely due to
asylum eeekers who, on tho basis ofa sys-
tem operating throughout Germany, are
distributed amongst the federal states. Im-
migration from the traditional recruiting
countries of the Federal Republic (e.g. Tur-
key), on the other hand, has remained of
marginal importance (cf. table). East Ger-
many is unattractive to many foreign
workers, not least due to the unfavourable
Iabour market situation; the unemploy-
ment rate for foreip.ers there, at around
\OVo, ia twice as high as that for East
German citizens. the unfavourable state
of the economy and the labour market, in
particular, but also anti-foreigaer distur-
bances and attacks have probably contrib-
uted to the fact that immig?ation figures
for eastern Germany have been gtatisti-
cally insignificantto rlate. In the coume of
firrther adustment to westrrn conditions,
the proportions of foreignere in the East
Geruan population is also likely to in-
crease. However, as iD West Gemany,
where the number of foreig'ners increased
fuoml.ZVoto9.67a over a period of30 years
(1961-1992), such a development will take
time.
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